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        Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Premium High-Visibility Cap Mounted NRR 22 dB Earmuffs - HP-M3    

    

    
        
            
                Be the first to review this product            
        

    




        [image: /bullhead-safety-hearing Logo] The HP-M3 is a premium cap mount earmuff with high-level attenuation designed to fit on standard slotted hard hats. The three multi-position earmuff pivots for comfort and efficiency. Hard hat design provides maximum versatility for use with other PPE. Features ABS cups for their durability and impact resistance. The soft PVC cushions allow comfort in extended wearing conditions. NRR 22 dB. 
Each item is individually packaged in a box for retail sale.
	3 multi-position cap-mounted earmuffs (Usage position, stand-by position and storage position)
	Universal mounting attachment designed to fit most slotted hard hats and caps
	Lightweight for extended wearability
	ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) cups provide impact resistance and toughness
	Soft PVC ear cushions deliver long-wearing comfort
	Stainless steel wires prevent rust and corrosion

Click here to view our Online Catalog
Click on an icon for more products and information:
[image: /nrr-22db Icon] [image: /high-visibility Icon] [image: /pvc Icon] [image: /adjustable Icon] [image: /retail-ready Icon] 
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        More Information	Brand	Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection
	Sizes	One Size
	Industry	Assembly, Cleaning, Demolition, Electrical, Facility Maintenance, Grinding, Machine Operation, Manufacturing, Sanding, Transportation, Welding, Construction, Painting
	Color	Black and Yellow/Green
	ANSI S3. 19-1974 NRR Rating	22 dB
	Cups	ABS, Impact Resistance
	Cushion Material	Soft PVC
	Features	Hard Hat Attachment Clip
	Retail Ready	Yes
	Style	Premium Earmuffs
	Suspension Wires	Stainless Steel
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FRESH GOODS
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EXTENDED SIZES
FROM XXS TO 8XL
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection White Unvented Cap Style Hard Hat With Six-Point Slide Lock Suspension - HH-C1-W
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																		49-Inch Long PVC Rain Coat - RCB89
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Economy Clear PVC Rain Poncho with Hood - RCP810
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																		Three-Piece Yellow PVC Rain Suit - RSP810
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																		Economy Yellow PVC Rain Poncho with Hood - RYP810
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																		FrogWear® Yellow 50-Mil Latex Hazmat Boots - B260
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																		Ice Gripster™ Treads Anti-Slip Traction Cleats with Carbon Steel Studs - ITR3600
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																		Ice Gripster™ Treads Adjustable Anti-Slip Traction Cleats with Carbon Steel Studs - ITR3610
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																		Ice Gripster™ Treads Anti-Slip Traction Cleats with Carbon Steel Studs - ITR3615
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Ice Gripster™ Treads Anti-Slip Mid-Sole Traction Cleats with Tungsten Carbide Studs - ITR3620
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection High-Visibility Yellow/Green Unvented Cap Style Hard Hat With Six-Point Ratchet Suspension - HH-C2-YG
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection High-Visibility Yellow/Green Unvented Full Brim Style Hard Hat With Six-Point Ratchet Suspension - HH-F1-YG
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection High-Visibility Yellow/Green With Black Mesh Baseball Style Bump Cap - HH-H1-Y
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																		FrogWear® HV Enhanced Visibility Removable Hard Hat Sun Shade - GLO-HNS1
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																		Bullhead Safety® High-Visibility Evaporative Cooling Neck Shade - GLO-CNS2
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Bullhead Safety® Cooling High-Visibility Yellow/Green Cooling Towel - GLO-CT1
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
																			
																				0%
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Baseball Cap Style Hat - GLO-H1
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
																			
																				0%
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        $0.00
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																		Bullhead Safety® Cooling High-Visibility Cooling Headband/Bandana - GLO-HB1
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
																			
																				0%
																			

																		

																	

																																																			
    


            As low as
        $0.00
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																		Bullhead Safety® Cooling Ultra-Absorbent Blue Cooling Towel - GLO-CT2
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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        $0.00
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																		Bullhead Safety® Cooling High-Visibility Anti-Microbial Cooling Towel - GLO-CT33
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																		Bullhead Safety® Cooling High-Visibility Cooling Head Shade - LIMITED STOCK - GLO-S1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Cooling Premium High-Visibility Evaporative Cooling Headband/Bandana - GLO-HB11
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Bullhead Safety® Premium High-Visibility Evaporative Cooling Vest - GLO-CV1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection High-Visibility Economy Adjustable NRR 23 dB Earmuffs - HP-M1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Premium High-Visibility Foldable NRR 23 dB Earmuffs - HP-M2
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																		FrogWear™ HV Multi-Function Neck Gaiter, High-Visibility Yellow/Green - NG-201
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																		High-Visibility Mesh Back Premium Goatskin Leather Palm Drivers Style Gloves - 3100GHV
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Rechargeable Hard Hat LED Light Band - HH-LED1
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection Matte Black Graphite Unvented Full Brim Style Hard Hat With Six-Point Ratchet Suspension - HH-F1-C
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Head Protection Shiny Black Graphite Vented Cap Style Hard Hat With Six-Point Ratchet Suspension - HH-C3-C
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Uncorded Reusable Silicone NRR 26 dB Earplugs - HP-S1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Corded Reusable Silicone NRR 26 dB Earplugs - HP-S2
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Corded Metal Detectable Reusable Silicone NRR 26 dB Earplugs - HP-S3
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection PVC-Free Polyurethane Foam NRR 32 dB Earplug Dispenser, 250 Pairs - HP-FDS1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection PVC-Free Polyurethane Foam NRR 32 dB Earplug 250 Pair Refill Pack - HP-FDS1-RF
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection PVC-Free Polyurethane Foam NRR 32 dB Earplug 500 Pair Refill Pack - HP-FDL1-RF
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection PVC-Free Polyurethane Foam NRR 32 dB Earplug Dispenser, 500 Pairs - HP-FDL1
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																		Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection Premium High-Visibility Padded Band NRR 27 dB Earmuffs - HP-M4
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Contact Information


	
Address:
13915 Radium St NW
Ramsey, MN 55303


	
Phone:
763-450-0110


	
Email:
Sales@GlobalGlove.com


	
Working Days/Hours:
Mon - Fri / 8:00AM - 6:00PM CST


	
Global Glove and Safety Manufacturing, Inc. only sells to established authorized distributors. For more information, please call us at 763-450-0110.
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Newsletter


Get all the latest information on new and improved safety products.
Sign up for a newsletter today.
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